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Devices are turning into software 
 Medical functions 

Past: performed by medical device hardware 
Now: performed by software running on or connected to medical 
hardware 
Future: performed by software running on technological platforms 
  
STETHOSCOPES BECOME ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS BECOME SMART CLOTHING 



Source: http://ldt.stanford.edu/~jeepark/jeepark+portfolio/cs147hw8jeepark.html 

http://ldt.stanford.edu/~jeepark/jeepark+portfolio/cs147hw8jeepark.html


Keep regulations platform independent 
Software running 
• On general purpose computing hardware 
• On medical hardware 
• In the cloud 
 

The platform shouldn’t matter to determine if software is a 
medical device and what regulatory class it fits into. The 
intended use and the risk should determine that. 
 

 Still we find regulations specific for software running on 
certain platforms (e.g. European MEDDEV, FDA mobile app 
guidance…)  

 Software as a Medical Device (see draft IMDRF on SaMD) -> 
platform independent 

 

















Open versus closed regulatory system 

Some regulatory systems use product codes 
(China, US), other systems use a decision tree 
(Europe) to determine if software is a medical 
device, yet others use legislative guidances 
describing the exceptions (Canada…): 
- Blood Bank Software 
- Medical Device Data System 
- Calculator/data device processing module for clinical use 
- Drug dose calculator 
- Medication reminders 
- Medical image storage device 
- Medical image communications device 
- Image processing system 



Leveraging Standards to Develop Software 

Product Codes: 

+ descriptive 

 - code overlap, not innovation-proof 

 

Decision Tree: 

+ future proof 

-  interpretation issues 



Current landscape of health standards 
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IMDRF definition for SaMD 

draft IMDRF on Software as a Medical Device   
a definition that stays close to the medical device definition 

  
+ simple, no or few interpretation issues, future proof 
-  casts larger net (but not necessary a larger regulatory net) 
 



IMDRF software risk types 



Enforcement discretion or regulatory 
control based on risk type? 

What it could look like for Country X: 

Each country has the freedom to decide which SaMD risk types 

to control.  IMDRF software community will provide a toolbox 

with suggested controls 



Map regulatory classification on SaMD risk 
type 

Past:  

GHTF regulatory classification rules were made with 

hardware in mind (rules are used in Europe, Canada, 

Australia…)   
 

Now: 

Old-world classification rules difficult to apply to software 

The same type of software is sometimes assigned a different 

regulatory class 

Leads to discrimination at tender level 
 

Future:  

Each country to map SaMD risk type to regulatory class 

see draft IMDRF on SaMD risk framework 



 

 

THANK YOU ! 


